
 

 

 

 

PRESS RELEASE            February 18th 2019 

Oli Lacke develops new raw wood lacquer  

Ultra-matt with natural look  
Thanks to the new 2C raw wood effect lacquer "OLI-AQUA NORDIC 18.40" a nordic breeze 
blows through the exclusive surface refinement in the high-quality interior work. The name 
alone gives a hint: What's inside the container brings maximum optical clarity and a super-
matt finish to the wood.  

THE NEW RAW WOOD EFFECT GENERATION: The new spraying lacquer »OLI-AQUA NORDIC 

18.40 I 2c-raw wood effect lacquer« creates extraordinary raw wood effects with a super-matt 

appearance. The lightfast water-based lacquer opens up many application possibilities in trade and 

industry. It can be used as a basecoat and topcoat in a wide range of interior and furniture construction 

applications: When using the 2-component raw wood effect lacquer on light wood, the original colour 

of the substrate remains almost unchanged. The water-based lacquer produces an amazing gloss 

level of less than 5 gloss. The matt lacquer refinement scatters the light so that the dull matt effect is 

further intensified. The treated surface looks as if it consists of untreated, freshly planed wood. 

Nevertheless, the wood is reliably protected. 

 

The transparent »OLI-AQUA NORDIC 18.40« is also suitable as a super-matt topcoat for the »OLI-

AQUA« color lacquers. The colored surface has excellent ring strength and scores with an extremely 

matt appearance. The velvety feel is perfectly matched to the surface look, which is uniformly matt 

from all angles. 

 

The »OLI-AQUA NORDIC 18.40« is easily to apply with the cup spray gun or airmix gun and can be 

sanded uncomplicated.  The aromatics-free water-based lacquer has a high blocking resistance, a good 

flow and good standing on vertical surfaces. The »OLI-AQUA Hardener 13.2« in a ratio of 20:1 ensures 

optimum cross-linking of the raw wood effect lacquer. The hardener abruptly increases the viscosity of 

the coating film. This prevents runs from forming even on vertical surfaces. The pot life of three hours 

is designed for serial painting. During processing, a milky veil is formed in the wet phase, which 

disappears completely during drying and ensures an extraordinary raw wood effect.   

 

The »OLI-AQUA NORDIC 18.40« complies with the requirements of EN 71-3 (safety of children‘s 

toys) and DIN 53160 (saliva and perspiration fastness) and is resistant to chemicals in accordance 



 

 

 

 

with DIN 68 861, T1 B, C and many commercially available hand creams. The "OLI-AQUA NORDIC 

18.40 I 2K raw wood effect lacquer" enables carpenters and joiners to implement their customers' 

wishes in high quality. Test the new Oli Lacke raw wood effect lacquer and judge for yourself whether 

its surface quality meets your high demands. 
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Pictures: see attachment 

 
The ultra matt 2K raw wood effect lacquer "OLI-AQUA NORDIC 18.40" is suitable for high-quality furniture lacquering and is 

used on light-coloured woods. 

 

 
The raw wood lacquer produces an amazing matt level of less than 5 gloss.



 

 

 

 

 
The »OLI-AQUA NORDIC 18.40« is easily to apply with the cup spray gun or airmix gun 

 
Also available as ring resistant and super matt top coat: the 2K raw wood paint "OLI-AQUA NORDIC 18.40". 

 

ABOUT US: Oli Lacke GmbH is a future-oriented German company that develops, produces and sells ecological high-quality 

lacquers, stains, oils and waxes for the professional sector. The core competences of our company are modern lacquers for 

the entire range of craftsman-made and semi-industrial wooden interiors. The OLI-NATURA Oils & Waxes Trademark was 

launched in 1997. Today, the NATURA section is producing a full range of natural oils and waxes for crafted woodwork as well 

as for the industrial sector. With these strong brands for surface protection, Oli offers a full range of products for the professional 

trade, craftsen and the industrial sector. 

CONTACT: Oli Lacke GmbH Bahnhofstraße 22, 09244 Lichtenau, Germany Fon: 49 (0) 37208 / 84-0 I Fax: 49 (0) 37208 / 84-

382 E-Mail: info@oli-lacke.de I web: www.oli-lacke.de 

T +49 (0) 37208 84 219 

F +49 (0) 37208 84 382 

geschaeftsleitung@oli-lacke.de 

www.oli-lacke.de 
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